Machine Learning of Sleep and Wake Behaviors to
Classify Self-Reported Evening Mood
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Introduction
The SNAPSHOT Study is a large-scale and
long-term study that seeks to measure:
Sleep, Networks, Affect, Performance, Stress,
and Health using Objective Techniques.
This study investigates:
(1) how daily behaviors influence sleep,
stress, mood, and other wellbeing-related
factors
(2) how accurately we can recognize/predict
stress, mood and wellbeing
(3) how interactions in a social network
influence sleep behaviors.

Results
Many features were computed and evaluated
over sleep and wake, including:
• Skin Conductance metrics (median, st.dev.,
area under the curve)
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Fig 1: Skin conductance signal

Future Work
• Integrate more data. We have now
collected data from over 200 students.

Fig 2: Number of SMS messages colored
according to evening mood
• Time Spent Indoors
• Normality of the day

68 Undergraduate Students
Age 18-25, 47 males
~30 day study [1]
Data collected from:
• Wearable Sensors
• SMS and Call Logs
• Smartphone Use
• Smartphone Location
• Self-reported daily activities and behaviors
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• There is potential value in using objective
sleep hygiene data for understanding mood
progression.

• Smartphone Screen-on durations
• Number of SMS and Calls sent and received

We seek to model behavioral patterns to
predict these downturns in mood and begin to
understand what will help build resilience to
depression.

Data Collection

• Features between midnight and 8am were
particularly informative for classifying
evening mood.
• Automated machine learning, applied to
nightly data from sensors and smartphones,
shows value for predicting college student’s
mood the following evening.
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In this work we investigate the use of
machine learning methods, using sleep
and wake data, to predict mood.

Conclusions

• Account for individual differences.
Currently, our models group all participants
together during classification. We now
have new methods where we can leverage
data from across the population and
account for individual differences at the
same time.

Support
Fig 3: Probability distribution of one
participant’s locations. Blue areas are more
likely.
Combinations of these features achieved 68%
accuracy for classifying evening happiness
This happiness classification accuracy is
improved to 72% when we multi-task over
several labels [2]
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